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Rationale: 
 
 Questioning is a strategy used by all. It is impossible to get through life without asking 
questions. Wragg (2001) states that we ask questions to gain knowledge, understanding and 
we ask ourselves questions to encourage our memory recall. Thus, providing evidence that 
questioning is a tool used by everyone. However, teachers employ this strategy not only to 
gain knowledge and understanding but to gauge engagement, to encourage critical thinking, 
so that young people may explore higher ordered thinking. 

 

 Furthermore, Vygotsky, L. S. (1978) agrees that questioning is a necessary tool used by 
teachers to assess several elements of teaching and learning and is the best strategy for 
developing critical thinking. Questions are vital in drama as we not only ask ourselves 
questions but rely on the answers from others when needing feedback on roles we are 
playing, effective lighting, blocking, set etc. The list is endless for drama as there are teams 
of different people who make productions happen, hence, communication being a key 
element for working effectively as a team, hence, what is communication without question? 
Through my own practice I have used questioning to engage, assess and encourage learners. 
The Exit Pass Strategy is a commonly used strategy for getting a dipstick measure of where 
students’ understanding is at the conclusion of a lesson. Exit passes can provide a wealth of 
information in a short period of class time. While they are quick and easy to implement, 
making careful choices about how to focus the exit pass can improve the value of the 



                                                                                                                                                          

	

 
 
information a teacher gathers. However, I have noticed on action that the questions being 
asked aren’t always thought provoking and motivating.  Exit Passes allow Teachers to gather 
very targeted information about a particular success criterion or some element of the learning 
intention. Exit passes can be particularly useful in gathering evidence of students’ 
understanding of the concepts in the lesson. The exit pass highlights a selected success 
criterion or some part of the learning intention and can thus reiterate for students in another 
way what the important learning is for the lesson. With regular use, students grow 
accustomed to articulating and sharing critical thinking and see the exit pass as a way to share 
information with the teacher that will influence subsequent instruction. 

 

Throughout my teaching experience, I witnessed a lot of pupil’s regress when being asked 
higher order questions and simply answer with a simple one-word answer that does not give 
much insight to their own thinking or understanding but, just simply memory, which led to 
my research into Bloom (1956) who suggests pupils need to be comfortable with lower 
ordered questions to move on to the higher order. Bloom (1956) has split questions into six 
sections of importance, with the first three sections being lower order: remembering, 
understanding, and applying in contrast to the three higher ordered sections which consist of 
analysing, evaluating, and creating. This observation has identified a problem in teaching and 
therefore, requires research into better strategies to combat for all pupils when it comes to 
improving their conceptual learning. Taking support from Blooms (1956) taxonomy theory it 
is suggested that pupils cannot move onto the higher order until they gasp the understanding 
of the lower questions.  

The department for education (2020) outlines that teachers should be using the appropriate 
strategies to meet the needs of all students and guide them in taking leadership of their own 
learning. However, on reflection of my own practice I could see I was not meeting the 
standard which was clearly set and therefore, I had to investigate through reading-based 
literature on questioning and how to best implement this as a tool for all pupils and all 
abilities.  
 
Thus, leading to the question, “Does changing the focus of an exit pass effect pupil 
engagement?” Through investigation of literature based on exit passes, I found that most 
practitioners believed that there should be a range of different focused questions executed in 
the classroom. This is suggested as there are pupils of all levels and abilities and a range of 
questions will allow all learners to feel included. It is said that for questioning to be effective 
we must use sequencing and balance: ‘Sequencing is asking questions in a patterned order 
with the purpose to elicit meaningful responses and Balance is asking both convergent and 
divergent questions from multiple knowledge domains and at varying cognitive levels’ 
(Wilson NS, Smetana L. 2011). Furthermore, by using a mix of the two styles, we can 
achieve the GTC’s standards of meeting all pupils needs and give each learner the 
opportunity to learn at their own pace and ability. 
 



                                                                                                                                                          

	

 
 
In addition, ethically speaking, I propose to collect data qualitatively, as well as 
quantitatively, to get the most effective and reliable result for my study. Tracy (2013) 
believes qualitative data is just as important if not more when investigating. They find that 
when collecting data based on people’s opinions, we get a truthful result, rather than just 
statistics based on numbers. When gathering thoughts and feelings, we establish a consensus 
of what people want and need, which is more beneficial when working to improve learning 
and teaching. I will be producing a form and instructions that are clear and simple in order to 
gain honest reliable feedback, Denzin, (1998) giving students the freedom and choice they 
are entitled to. 
 
 
Aims: 
 
 To assess whether giving the Exit pass a different focus, improves pupil’s engagement, 
creating a higher number of pupils being able to develop their conceptual thinking. 

 

Methodology: 
 
 
 

• The teacher planned a mix of structured low and high ordered questions and 
implement them through each stage of blooms taxonomy table made up of six key 
elements. 
 
 

• Four first year classes were investigated over four lessons. Each class was taught the 
same lesson and focused on the different questioning levels. This gave them the 
freedom of time to answer. Blooms 6 steps of questioning was used as a scaffold to 
develop critical thinking and record data. 
 

• Data was recorded through a pupil checklist giving successful or unsuccessful. The 
data was discussed with members of the enquiry group. Pupils were given a form to 
record their own thoughts on the investigation. 
 

• The feedback from the pupils and the observing teaching allowed the teacher to best 
adopt questioning strategies and how to execute them, giving pupils the scaffolding 
appropriate for them to develop their higher order thinking. 

 



                                                                                                                                                          

	

 
 
Findings  
 
The findings did not conclusively evidence a clear change from having a different focus for 
Exit Passes to improve engagement. Due to the online learning environment, it was made 
difficult to collect enough data from pupils, due to lack of engagement. The little engagement 
received did not give any prominent results to whether the focus being changed impacted 
pupil engagement. Six out of eighteen pupils showed engagement for both exit pass focus’ 
which resulted in the overall percentage being 33.3% shown in (Graph 1). Therefore, the 
number of pupils who showed interest in the Exit passes did not increase or decrease by 
changing the focus. It is believed this may have a different outcome if pupils where 
Physically in school, rather than at home. At the moment it could be suggested that this 
enquiry was inconclusive. 
 

              Graph 1: A bar graph showing the percentage of pupils engaged for both styles of an exit pass 

 
 
Conclusions  
 
 
In conclusion, the findings of changing the focus of the exit pass did not give any definite 
answer to our investigation. When collecting quantitative and qualitative data from the 
enquiry for “Does changing the focus of an exit pass affect pupil engagement”, I found it did 
not produce sufficient evidence to back up any sort of theory we would have hoped for. The 
evidence only suggests there is no change to a pupil’s engagement. However, it could be said 
that this was due to lack of engagement from pupils, the ongoing pandemic and closed 
answers that were given.  
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To improve the enquiry in the future I would suggest having the investigation over a longer 
period of time, with a wider age range. This could provide accuracy across all pupils in the 
school. Another factor was that the pupils were in lockdown and already very disengaged 
with digital learning. This may have been a different outcome if pupils were in school and we 
were able to have a more controlled investigation. 
 

 

Implications for Future Practice  
 
An implication for the future would still be if pupils were in a lockdown were, they had to be 
committed to online learning and have digital learning facilities available to them. Another 
implication to the enquiry would be if pupils did not want to take part in the investigation and 
join the focus group. This would implicate the chance to gather Qualitative data. However, by 
using exit passes and changing the focus will allow pupils to feel included and that their 
thoughts and feelings are valued, aiding to raising attainment, positive relationships and as 
for the teacher, they can assess the pupil’s knowledge and understanding, and use this to plan 
for the next steps.  
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